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ABSTRACT

When search engine users have trouble finding what they
are looking for, they become frustrated. In a pilot study, we
found that 36% of queries submitted end with users being
moderately to extremely frustrated. By modeling searcher
frustration, search engines can predict the current state of
user frustration, tailor the search experience to help the user
find what they are looking for, and avert them from switch-
ing to another search engine. Among other observations,
we found that across the fifteen users and six tasks in our
study, frustration follows a law of conservation: a frustrated
user tends to stay frustrated and a non-frustrated user tends
to stay not frustrated. Future work includes extracting fea-
tures from the query log data and readings from three phys-
ical sensors collected during the study to predict searcher
frustration.
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H.3.3 [Information Storage and Retrieval]: Information
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1. INTRODUCTION
In this work, we investigate modeling searcher frustra-

tion. We consider a user to be frustrated when their search
process is impeded, regardless of the reason. A frustration
model capable of predicting how frustrated searchers are
throughout their search is useful retrospectively to collect
statistics about the effectiveness of a search system. More
importantly, it allows for real-time system intervention of
frustrated searchers, hopefully preventing users from leaving
for another search engine or just giving up. Evidence from
users’ interactions with the search engine during a task can
be used to predict a user’s level of frustration. Depending on
the level of frustration and some classification of the type of
frustration, the system can change the underlying retrieval
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algorithm or the actual interface. For example, we posit
that one common cause or type of frustration is a user’s in-
ability to formulate a query for their otherwise well defined
information need.

One way that a system could adapt to address this kind
of frustration is to show the user a conceptual break down
of the results; rather than listing all results, group them
based on the key concepts that best represent them. So
if a user enters ‘java’, they can see the results based on
‘islands’, ‘programming languages’, ‘coffee’, etc. Of course,
most search engines already strive to diversify result sets, so
documents relating to all of these different facets of ‘java’ are
present, but they might not stick out to some users, causing
them to become frustrated.

An example from the information retrieval (IR) literature
of a system that adapts based on a user model is work by
White, Jose, and Ruthven [5]. They used implicit relevance
feedback to detect the changes in the type of information
need of the user and alter the retrieval strategy. In our
work, we want to detect frustrated behavior and adapt the
system based on the type of frustration.

While automatic frustration modeling has not been specif-
ically investigated in the IR literature, it has been explored
in the area of intelligent tutoring systems (ITS) research.
When a system is tutoring a student, it is helpful to track
that student’s affective state, including frustration, in order
to adapt the tutoring process to engage the student as much
as possible. Our research borrows heavily from the tools
used in and insights gleaned from the ITS literature.

The goals for our line of research are as follows: first,
determine how to detect a user’s level of frustration; second,
determine what the key causes or types of frustration are;
and third, determine the kinds of system interventions that
can counteract each type of frustration. Our current work
focuses on the first two, leaving the third for future studies.

2. RELATED WORK
Our research is based heavily on two bodies of work: one

from the IR literature and the other from the ITS literature.
We will first describe work by Fox et al. [3] in IR followed
by the work of Cooper et al. [2] and Kapoor, Burleson, and
Picard [4] in the field of ITS.

2.1 Predicting searcher satisfaction
Fox et al. [3] conducted a study to determine if there is

an association between implicit measures of user interest de-
rived from query logs and explicit user satisfaction. They
collected satisfaction feedback for every non-search engine



page visited and for every session (see Section 3 for the def-
inition of session).

Fox et al. found there exists an association between query
log features and searcher satisfaction, with the most pre-
dictive features being click through, the time spent on the
search result page, and the manner in which a user ended a
search. Using a Bayesian model, they were able to predict
the level of satisfaction with 57% accuracy at the results
level (with a baseline of 40%) and 70% at the session-level
(with a baseline of 56%).

In our work, we extend the research of Fox et al. to include
a satisfaction feedback prompt for every individual query.
We also ask users to rate their frustration with the search
process and the degree to which each query’s results meet
their expectations. In addition, our scales are finer—five
levels for all feedback rather than three—which should allow
users to better assess themselves. Our work in part explores
if the success of modeling user satisfaction with query log
features transfers to modeling frustration.

2.2 Detecting ITS user emotion
Cooper et al. [2] describe a study in which students using

an intelligent tutoring system were outfitted with four sen-
sors: a mental state camera that focused on the student’s
face, a skin conductance bracelet, a pressure sensitive mouse,
and a chair seat capable of detecting posture. The goal of
the study was to ascertain if using features drawn from the
sensor readings in combination with features extracted from
user interaction logs with the ITS could more accurately
model the user’s affective state than using the interaction
logs alone.

Cooper et al. found that across the three experiments they
conducted, the mental state camera was the best stand-alone
sensor to use in conjunction with the tutoring interaction
logs for determining frustration. However, using features
from all sensors and the interaction logs performed best.
They used step-wise regression to develop a model for de-
scribing each emotion. For frustration, the most significant
features where from the interaction logs and the camera,
though features from all sensors were considered in the re-
gression. The model obtained an accuracy of 89.7%; the
baseline—guessing that the emotional state is always low—
resulted in an accuracy of 85.29%.

In a related study using the same sensors, but different
features, Kapoor, Burleson, and Picard [4] created a model
to classify ITS user frustration. They achieved a classifica-
tion accuracy of 79% with a chance accuracy of 58%. These
studies demonstrate the utility of the sensor systems for pre-
dicting ITS user frustration. In our research, we will explore
how well these sensors predict searcher frustration.

3. DEFINITIONS
To be clear, we will use the following definitions.

Task. A task is a formal description of an information need.
Query. A query is the text submitted to a search engine.
We also discuss query level events, which refer to the user
interactions with the results returned for the query and any
subsequent pages visited until the next query is entered or
the session is completed, whichever comes first.
Session. A session consists of all of the user interactions
while searching for information for a particular task.
Satisfaction. We define satisfaction as the fulfillment of a
need or want; in the case of IR, a user’s information need.

For example, a user can be asked the degree to which a Web
page, query, or session fulfilled their information need.
Frustration. We consider a user frustrated when their
search process is impeded, regardless of the reason. To mea-
sure frustration, we ask users to rate their level of frustration
with the current task up to the current point on a scale of
1 (not frustrated at all) to 5 (extremely frustrated). A user
is considered frustrated if they indicate a level of 3 or more.
While satisfaction and frustration are closely related, they
are distinct. As a consequence, a searcher can ultimately
satisfy their information need (i.e., be satisfied), but still
have been quite frustrated in the process [1].

4. USER STUDY
We conducted a user study consisting of 15 undergradu-

ate and graduate students, each of which was asked to find
information for the same six tasks using the Web. Their
interactions with the browser were logged along with data
from three physical sensors. The subjects were asked to as-
sess their level of satisfaction at the result, query, and session
levels, their frustration at the query level, and the degree to
which the results returned for each query met their expecta-
tions. We describe each of the aspects of the study in more
detail below.

4.1 Tasks
Subjects were asked to search for information to satisfy six

tasks. Here we give a brief description of each along with a
label in italics at the beginning of the description.

• [Thailand] Search the Web to make a list of pros and
cons of a trip to Thailand.

• [Anthropology] Search the Web for decent anthropology
programs that are as close to Ohio as possible.

• [GRE] Search the Web to evaluate your chances of get-
ting into one of the top 25 computer science PhD pro-
grams with a GRE score of 525 Verbal and 650 Math.

• [Computer Virus] Search for descriptions of the next
big computer virus or worm.

• [MS Word] In MS Word 2008 for Mac, you created a
document and set the background to a grid pattern
and saved it. When you opened the document later,
the background no longer had the grid pattern, but
was a solid color. Search the Web to find out how to
resolve this.

• [Hangar Menu] Find the menu for the Hangar Pub and
Grill in Amherst, MA.

All tasks are meant to be realistic, but are not taken from
pre-existing query logs. We chose tasks we anticipated would
cause some amount of frustration since our main objective
is to understand frustration. Users were asked to spend no
more than about ten minutes on a given task, though this
was a soft deadline. A timer and reminder pop-up at the ten
minute mark were provided in a browser plugin to remind
them of the time.

Five of the tasks are informational, four of which are more
research oriented and open ended and one that we catego-
rize as a technical debugging task. The five research ori-
ented tasks were chosen because of the anticipated time-
to-completion; such open ended tasks should involve more
queries and more opportunities for the user to become frus-
trated. The Thailand and Computer Virus tasks are the most



open ended, while the Anthropology and GRE add in some
additional constraints that could make the search process
more difficult.

The task MS Word involves searching for the solution to
a bug with Microsoft Word 2008 for Mac. The information
need is informational, but what constitutes the task being
satisfied depends on whether or not a proposed solution ac-
tually remedies the bug. We anticipated that formulating
queries for this task would be difficult, making the user frus-
trated. The actual problem is real and was encountered by
one of the authors.

The sixth task, Hangar Menu, is navigational. However,
the source is difficult to find for those trying to find it for the
first time, making this a good frustration-causing task. The
inspiration for this task came from looking at query logs that
contained many sessions in which users were clearly trying
to navigate to a homepage or Web source that either did not
exist or was unavailable.

4.2 Feedback
For each page that was visited for a task, the user was

prompted to enter the degree to which the page satisfied the
task, with an option that the page was not viewable or not
in English. Five satisfaction options were given from “This
result in no way satisfied the current task” to “This result
completely satisfied the current task”.

After the results for a query were viewed, users were asked
to assess the degree to which the results as a whole for that
query satisfied their information need. We asked this be-
cause each individual result viewed may have only partially
satisfied the information need, but taken together, they fully
satisfy the information need. Users were also asked to assess
how the results returned for the query met their expectations
for the query. Five options were given, ranging from much
worse to much better. Finally, users were asked to rate their
frustration with the search up to the current point on a scale
of 1 (not frustrated at all) to 5 (extremely frustrated).

At the end of each task, users were asked to indicate the
degree to which the task was satisfied over the course of
the entire session. They were also given an opportunity
to comment about their knowledge of the task before they
began searching.

4.3 Sensors
We used the mental state camera, pressure sensitive mouse,

pressure sensitive chair, and features used by Cooper et
al. [2] (see Section 2.2). The camera reports confidence
values for 6 emotions (agreeing, disagreeing, concentrating,
thinking, interested, and unsure) in addition to several raw
features, such as head tilt and eyebrow movement.

The mouse has six pressure sensors that report the amount
of pressure exerted on the top, left, and right sides of the
mouse. Cooper et al. averaged the pressure across all six
sensors to obtain one pressure reading.

The chair also has six pressure sensors: three on the seat
and three on the back. Cooper et al. derived the features
netSeatChange, netBackChange and sitForward from the raw
readings.

4.4 Browser logging
To log both the feedback and generate a query log for the

sessions, we created a Firefox plugin based on the Lemur

Toolbar1. The events logged include the amount of a page
scrolled; new tabs being opened and closed; left, right, and
middle clicking on links; new windows being opened and
closed; the HTML for result pages returned by Google, Ya-
hoo!, Bing, and Ask.com; and the current page in focus.

This is a client-side query log and is richer than a server-
side query log. Both client-side and server-side features can
be extracted. We plan to extract features very similar to
those used by Fox et al. [3].

5. DISCUSSION
Our initial analysis of the data from this first experi-

ment have provided several interesting insights into mod-
eling searcher frustration. However, we require additional
experiments to provide the data necessary to make our find-
ings statistically significant.

Across the fifteen users, a total of 351 queries were entered—
an average of 3.9 per session. Users reported being frus-
trated (3–5 on the frustration scale) for 127 or 36% of the
queries. The majority of queries (56%) performed worse
than expected. Despite unmet expectations, users found
their information need at least partially satisfied for 71% of
queries. A total of 705 pages were visited (either from the
results page or from browsing) for an average of two pages
per query. Users at least partially satisfied their information
need for 92% of the 90 sessions.

Figure 1 shows the level of frustration for each individual
averaged over the six tasks. The x-axis shows the number of
queries that have been entered so far in a session and the y-
axis shows the level of frustration on the 1–5 scale. The exact
frustration value is smoothed with the user’s overall average
frustration, since the number of queries entered for each task
is different. The thick line in the middle shows the overall
average across all users and tasks. The key observations are
that different users are more likely to be frustrated (or not)
and frustration tends to increase as session length increases.

Looking at averages over individual tasks, there appears
to be some interaction between query level satisfaction, ex-
pectation, and frustration. Tasks where users’ expectations
were closer to being met/exceeded and queries at least par-
tially satisfied the task also had lower frustration ratings.

Turning to individual tasks, the research oriented infor-
mational tasks shared similar characteristics in the number
of queries entered, pages visited, etc. The MS Word task is
an outlier in terms of information tasks, however. The task
was the most frustration-invoking task, with an average frus-
tration rating of 3.0 (moderate frustration). It also had the
lowest average satisfaction rating (1.5) and meeting of ex-
pectations rating (1.7). It had the most number of queries
and the second lowest number of page visitations (the first
was the navigational task, Hangar Menu). The average time
spent to complete or quit the task was in range of most the
other tasks—about ten minutes. The high volume of queries
and the low page visitation suggests that formulating queries
for the task was difficult, as expected.

The Hangar Menu task was not as difficult as anticipated.
Users entered fewer queries, visited fewer pages, and spent
less time on average for this task. The average frustration
rating was low (1.8) while the average satisfaction and ex-
pectation ratings were high (2.9 and 2.6, respectively).

1http://www.lemurproject.org/querylogtoolbar/




